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ABSTRACT
With the advent of video sharing websites, the amount of videos
on the internet grows rapidly. Web video categorization is an
efficient methodology for organizing the huge amount of videos.
In this paper we investigate the characteristics of web videos, and
make two contributions for the large scale incremental web video
categorization. First, we develop an effective semantic feature
space Concept Collection for Web Video with Categorization
Distinguishability (CCWV-CD), which is consisted of concepts
with small semantic gap, and the concept correlations are diffused
by a novel Wikipedia Propagation (WP) method. Second, we
propose an incremental support vector machine with fixed number
of support vectors (n-ISVM) for large scale incremental learning.
To evaluate the performance of CCWV-CD, WP and n-ISVM, we
conduct extensive experiments on the dataset of 80,021 most
representative videos on a video sharing website. The experiment
results show that the CCWV-CD and WP is more representative
for web videos, and the n-ISVM algorithm greatly improves the
efficiency in the situation of incremental learning.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.4 [Systems]: Multimedia databases; H.3.4 [Systems and
Software]: Performance evaluation (efficiency and effectiveness);
H.E.1 [Content Analysis and Indexing]: Indexing methods

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, Experimentation

Keywords
Large Scale, Incremental learning, Concept collection, Similarity
measurement, n-ISVM, Web Video Categorization

1. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of Web 2.0, video sharing web sites become
popular in recent years. As a result, the amount of videos on the
internet jumps to billions and keeps growing rapidly every day.
YouTube is one of the most successful video sharing web sites,
with nearly 45,000,000 videos in repository and more than 100
million ones being viewed every day [1]. According to [2],
YouTube has 65,000 new videos uploaded every day. Moreover,
YouTube currently has about 2.86 million registered users, who
are renewing the video’s static information such as tags, views
and links all the time.
It becomes critical to find ways to organize this large amount of
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data for many applications [6,12,31], such as video retrieval [3],
browsing [4] and recommendation [5]. One possible methodology
for organizing videos is to separate videos by category, which is
widely utilized by many industrial websites such as YouTube [1]
and Yahoo! Video [7]. The category information of videos on the
internet is usually provided by users and further checked by
human editors, which costs much time and human labor. Hence, it
is important to develop a scalable algorithm for effective and
efficient automatic video categorization.
We summarize three characteristics of web videos which
distinguish web video categorization from traditional video
categorizations as follows.
1) Large scale: The amount of web video categorization is no
longer in thousands but in millions or even billions. Thus efficient
but not only effective algorithms are in need.
2) Growing trend: Unlike the static video databases, web videos
are uploaded every day by users. Videos with or without category
information are growing. As a result, incremental algorithms are
more suitable in this condition.
3) Diversity content: Web video is a kind of User Generated
Content, so it includes information such as tags, viewing times
and comments ect.. As a result, how to efficiently make use of the
diversity content to represent web videos, and how to effectively
measure similarities between web videos are two problems.
These characteristics have brought challenges for the web video
categorization. One is the robust video representation to overcome
the web videos’ high diversity of quality, style, and genres
described above. The other is the classifiers being able to handle
the rapid expansion and updating of web dataset.
Previous research works on video categorization can be
summarized into two types[8]. One type of research work pays
much attention to multimodal features of videos [9, 10], such as
audio, textual and visual features. Various types of features are
extracted to represent videos. However, such features are not so
effective for web video representations. The other type of research
work focuses on categorization algorithms [11], including both
supervised learning algorithms and semi-supervised learning
algorithms. The purpose of this kind research work is to improve
the categorization accuracy, regardless of the computation time
and memory cost for training.
Confronted with the diversity content of web videos, it is not
sufficient to represent web videos just by raw tag feature. Concept
based representation method has been verified to be an effective
method for video representation [19]. In this paper, we develop an
effective semantic space called Concept Collection for Web Video
with categorization distinguishing ability (CCWV-CD), which is
consisted of concepts with small semantic gap. Furthermore, we
propose the Wikipedia [15-17] propagation (WP) method to
diffuse the concept correlation in this space. Experiment results

demonstrate the CCWV-CD and WP can represent web video
more precisely and has achieved acceptable categorization results.
Different from previous algorithms used for video categorization,
we propose an effective and efficient algorithm, which is
incremental support vector machine with fixed number of support
vectors (n-ISVM). The proposed algorithm maintains relatively
high classifying performance as traditional support vector
machine (SVM). Moreover, it costs much less memory and
computation time for training, and can handle training samples
incrementally. We conduct extensive experiments to compare our
proposed algorithm with baseline methods on a benchmark dataset
WEBV [18]. It can be seen that our proposed algorithm
outperforms other methods, especially in the time cost and in the
situation of incremental learning.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the
related work of video categorization is reviewed. CCWV-CD is
introduced in section 3. In section 4, one scalable and efficient
algorithm is developed for web video categorization. Experiments
and results are presented in section 5. We make conclusions and
propose some future works in section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Web video categorization studies the video category problem in
which the videos contain more information than standard videos
such as films and news. In previous research works, many
different features are extracted to represent videos, such as text
from transcripts and extracted by Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR), visual features in various forms [24-26], audio features
[27] and motion features. Recently, concept collection emerges as
an effective method for video representation. One example is
LSCOM [28], which has been widely utilized in TRECVID [29].
However, the text information of web videos available contains
much noise. To our best knowledge there is no public available
concept collection for web videos.
Once the videos are represented by the above mentioned features,
various classification algorithms can be utilized. One type of
algorithms works on domain specific datasets, which are made up
of high quality videos such as films, news and documentaries.
This genre of algorithms includes Gaussian mixture models
(GMMs), hidden Markov models (HMMs) and support vector
machine (SVM). Due to its high generalization ability, SVM is
most widely used [13, 14] in TRECVID [29] in high level feature
detection task also known as video annotation. The other type of
algorithms works on web video datasets, which is made up of a
hybrid of videos including professional videos, home videos and
photo sequences with music. Few works [8] have been done on
this kind of datasets. In the work of [8], SVM, GMM and
Manifold Ranking [30] have been testified. And again SVM has
been reported with the best performance. However, in the work of
[8] the training set contains only thousands of videos. And to our
best knowledge, there is few research works been done to deal
with the incremental video categorization problem.

3. REPRESENTATIVE FEATURES
Traditional video categorization methods mainly restrict
themselves to the low-level visuals features for the poor textual
information, while web videos have vast amount of usergenerated textual information, which can be leveraged to improve
categorization performance. But there are many noises and errors
in such web generated textual information. And each concept
makes different contributions for distinguishing each category. So

it is less reasonable to represent video in the raw tag space. In this
section, we construct an ontology based on the titles and tags of
web videos. Then we propose a propagation methodology using
the encyclopedia on Wikipedia to enhance similarity measurement.

3.1 CCWV-CD Construction
We first introduce the Concept Collection for Web Video (CCWV)
which is consisted of concepts with small semantic gap. Then
Categorization Distinguishability (CD) is illustrated to gather
those concepts with high categorization distinguishability. Finally,
we fuse CCWV and CD as concept collection named CCWV-CD.

3.1.1 Concept Collection for Web Video (CCWV)
Y. Lu et al. [19] firstly illustrated that the concept with small
semantic gap is easier to model and annotate. Motivated by this
idea, we designed the following metric to measure the semantic
gap of textual information from the web video dataset WEBV [18],
which is consisted of 80,021 videos crawled from YouTube.
1) Select concepts with frequency more than 20 from WEBV,
regarding the selected 5307 concepts as centers and separately
collect related videos which are labeled with the corresponding
concepts, and get a video set Vk=<v1,…,vn> for concept tk.
2) For each video vi, separately extract the textual vector space
model (VSM) from its title and tag information, along with the
166-D color histogram (CH) of each keyframe.
3) Compute the textural and visual similarities between each pair
of videos in set, and get two similarity matrixes

and

M vis ,

n
2
∑
cosine(VSM ( vi ),VSM ( v j ))
Mean _ M txt =
n×( n −1) i , j =1;i ≠ j

(3.1)

n
2
∑
Mean _ M vis =
intersection(CH( vi ),CH( v j ))
n×( n −1) i , j =1;i ≠ j

(3.2)

M txt

and their mean values as follows:

4) Rank concepts by the gap score as follows:
gap _ scoret

k

= Min ( Mean _ M txt , Mean _ M vis )

(3.3)

While the gap_score is the quantity of the textual and visual
consistence, the great score implicates the small semantic gap.
Based on the semantic gap ranking, we select the top 2000
concepts from the total 5307 concepts as CCWV. The concepts
with higher gap_score are more effective to represent video
content.

3.1.2 Categorization Distinguishability (CD)
Similar to that different concepts have different semantic gap, the
categorization distinguishability of different concepts varies either.
In order to improve the accuracy of categorization, we propose a
measurement named Categorization Distinguishability (CD) to
extract the concepts with high distinguishability. For example, the
concept NBA appears on the video title or tag implies that the
video is very likely belongs to the sports category. But it is
difficult to determine the category of the video if it just contains
the concept video. It can be inferred that the categorization
distinguishability of the NBA is much higher than that of video.
The categorization distinguishability of concepts is assumed to be
strongly affected by these two factors:
DF (Document Frequency) measures the total appearance of the
concept in the web video dataset WEBV [18].

CF (Category Frequency) calculates the number of categories
the concept has appeared. The CF measurement only uses 30% of
total videos with category information as training set.

relationship of concept tk and its related concept c[i ] ,
where position denotes the position of c[i ] in the return list.

If a concept has high DF and low CF, its CD is high. In other
words, if a popular concept (with high DF) mainly appears in a
few categories, its categorization distinguishability is high and
vice versa. Therefore, the categorization distinguishability (CD)
of the concept tk can be express as follows:

4. CATEGORIZATION ALGORITHM

CDtk =

DFtk

CFtk ⋅ α

(3.4)

where α is empirical set to 10. While the CD is the quantity of the
categorization distinguishability, the great score implicates the
high categorization distinguishability of the concept.

3.1.3 CCWV-CD
In order to get concepts with small semantic gap and high
categorization distinguishability, we fuse CCWV and CD and
define the following CCWV-CD measurement of each concept.
CCWV-CD t k = β ⋅ gap _ scoretk + (1 − β ) ⋅ CDtk

(3.5)

where β is empirical set as 0.4. We rank the 5307 concepts by
CCWV-CD values and select the top 2000 concepts as the feature
space c[1...2000] . Then, each video is represented by the classic
Vector Space Model based on CCWV-CD.

3.2 Wikipedia Propagation (WP)
The average number of textual information is only 14.5 for one
video in WEBV [18] base on CCWV-CD. This will result in the
sparseness problem of the vector space model. In other words, the
vector space model represents only part of the video information
according to concepts of CCWV-CD. Besides, the relationship
between different concepts should be considered as well. For
example, a video with the title Boston Celtics should have some
relationship with the concept NBA.
Wikipedia is employed to propagate the video textual information
to the 2000 dimensions CCWV-CD concepts. The Wikipedia
Propagation (WP) enhances the similarity between videos with
different but related words. As a user-generated online
encyclopedia, Wikipedia’s universality and timeliness makes it
covers a large amount of knowledge and sensible to the new
concepts on the internet. Such characteristics make Wikipedia an
appropriate choice for Vector Space Model Propagation. Recently,
Wikipedia lab has release API [15] for the public to access the
243 million association relation among 3.8 million Wikipedia
concepts. Experiments [15] have demonstrated that the concept
relationship measurement extracted from Wikipedia database
named pfibf [15] (Path Frequency-Inversed Backward link
Frequency) outperforms traditional methods such as TF-IDF and
co-occurrence analysis and is more coherent to human cognition.
Thus we make use of pfibf to measure the relationship between
two concepts.
For each input concept tk, the Wikipedia API returns a list of
related concepts and its pfibf values. The high pfibf value implies
the closer relationship between two concepts and high position of
the related concept in the return list. If a related concept is among
one of the c[1...2000] , then the corresponding vector item
V [i ] = log 2 (

1 + pfidf (t k , c[i ])
1 + position

+ 1) . pfidf (t k , c[i ]) measures the

In the field of video categorization, support vector machines
(SVMs) are the most widely used algorithm [8], because of the
advantages of having no local minima and sparse representation.
Thus we choose SVM as the baseline algorithm for web video
categorization. But the standard batch SVM contains several
limitations. First batch SVM requires all the training data
available while training. But end users upload videos every day or
even every minute, so video datasets on the internet are nonstationary. One solution for batch SVM is to retrain models with
historical training data and new coming data, which is memory
consuming and time consuming. Second due to the limitation of
memories, batch SVM cannot handle well with large scale
problem. To enable SVM to process huge size training data, some
optimizations are made, which may degrade classifying accuracy.
To handle the above mentioned large-scale and non-stationary
problems, we propose the incremental support vector machine
with fixed number of support vectors.

4.1 ISVM algorithm
The first incremental SVM (ISVM) algorithm for batch or
individual incremental learning or unlearning is presented in [20].
It sets up a framework for ISVM algorithms and named as
Cauwenberghs&Poggio (CP) algorithm. In [21] an analysis of an
efficient implementation for individual learning of [20] is firstly
presented. However, the problem of vector migrations is not
thoroughly discussed in previous algorithms, which lead to
implementation difficulties. In this section, we will try to deal
with those issues based on the work in [21].

4.1.1 Preliminaries
We first introduce some preliminaries in this section. Given
training data and their labels as set D = {(v i , yi ) , i = 1, 2,...,l }
where v i ∈ c [1...2000], yi = {+1, −1} , the optimal separating
function reduces to a linear combination of kernels on the training
data f (v ) = ∑ j α j y j K (v j ,v ) + b . The coefficients α j are
obtained by minimizing a convex quadratic objective function
under constraints:

min : W =

0 ≤α j ≤C

1
∑ αi K ijα j −∑i αi + b ∑i yiαi (4.1)
2 i, j

with Lagrange multiplier b , and symmetric positive definite

kernel matrix K ij = yi y j K (v i ,v j ) . The first-order conditions on
W reduce to the Kuhn-Tucker (KT) conditions:

gi =

∂W
=
∂αi

∑K α
ij

j

+ yi b − 1

j

⎧ ≥ 0; αi = 0
⎪
= yi f (v i ) − 1 ⎨= 0; 0 < αi < C
⎪ ≤ 0; α = C
i
⎩
∂W
=
∂b

∑y α
j

j

j

=0

(4.2)

(4.3)

γ i = K ic + ∑ K ij β j + yi β ,

which partition the training data set D and corresponding
coefficients {αi ,b} , i = 1,...,l into two categories: the SV set

∀i ∉ β

(4.12)

j ∈S

including the set S of unbounded support vectors strictly on the
margin (0 < αi < C , yi f (v i ) = 1) , and the set E of bounded

and γ i ≡ 0 for all i in S .

support vectors (α i = C ) ; the NSV

set of non-support

vectors (α i = 0) , whose
respectively s, e and o .

kernel

To add point v c to the working margin vector set S , \ is
expanded as:

index

in

matrix

are

4.1.2 Increasing Process
The main part of the incremental SVM algorithm is the procedure
of adding one example to an existing optimal solution. As a result,
the goal of incremental SVM is to find a weight assignment such
that KT condition is satisfied for the enlarged dataset. When a new
point v c is added, its corresponding weight αc is initialized as 0.
When v c should become a support vector, the weights of other
points and b should be updated to obtain an optimal solution for
the enlarged data set, i.e., keep their KT conditions satisfied. The
KT conditions are expressed differentially as:
Δgi = K ic Δαc + ∑ K ijα j + yi Δb, ∀i ∈ D ∪ {vc } (4.4)
j ∈S

0 = yc Δαc + ∑ y jα j

(4.5)

j ∈S

{

Since g i ≡ 0 for the margin vector set S = s1,..., slS

},

the

changes in coefficients must satisfy

⎡ Δb
⎢ Δα
s1
Q ⋅ ⎢⎢
#
⎢
⎢⎣ Δα slS

⎤
⎡ yc ⎤
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥ = − ⎢ K s1c ⎥ Δα
⎥
⎢ # ⎥ c
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥⎦
⎢⎣K slS c ⎥⎦

(4.6)

ys1

...

K s1s1
#
K sl

s
S 1

∀j ∈ D

⎤
⎡ yc ⎤
⎥
⎢K ⎥
⎥
⎢ s1c ⎥
=
−
⋅
\
⎥
⎢ # ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥⎦
⎢⎣ K slS c ⎥⎦

4.1.4 Migrations between Sets and Learning
The migrations of vectors between set of S , E and O have not
been thoroughly discussed in previous papers. But the main
strategy for this algorithm is to identify the largest increase Δαc
such that some points migrate between sets of S , E and O . So we
present a detail discussion of migrations, including incremental
algorithms and decremental situation. There are four cases of
possible structural changes.
(1) Migration of Support Vectors
According to equation(4.9), some α s can reach the following
limits:

⎧⎪C − α s ⎫⎪
ΔαcS = min ⎨
⎬
s∈S
⎩⎪ βs ⎭⎪

∀i ∈ D ∪ {vc }

limits

are

reached

for Δα s ≥ −α s ,

(4.15)
which

means βs and Δαc have opposite signs, i.e. the support vector
should migrate to O :
(4.8)
(4.9)

⎧⎪ −α ⎫⎪
ΔαcS = min ⎨ s ⎬
s ∈S
⎩⎪ βs ⎭⎪

(4.16)

(2) Migration of Bounded and Non Support Vectors
According to equation(4.11), some Δgi , i ∈ {E ∪ O } can
reach zero in the following cases:
(4.10)

Non support vectors, go > 0 , migrations to S takes place
when Δg o < 0 , i.e. γ o and Δαc have different signs:

equation(4.4), the margins change according to:

With margin sensitivities

where index 0 refers to the b-term.

Lower

where R = Q −1 , and β j = 0 for all j outside S . Substituted in

Δgi = γ i Δαc ,

\ ij ← \ ij − \ kk −1\ ik \ kj , ∀i , j ∈ S ∪ {0} ; i , j ≠ k (4.14)

(4.7)

with coefficient sensitivities given by
⎡ β
⎢β
⎢ s1
⎢ #
⎢
⎢⎣ βslS

⎤
⎥
⎥ ⋅ ⎡ β , β ,..., β ,1⎤ (4.13)
s1
slS
⎥ ⎣
⎦
⎥
⎥⎦

means βs and Δαc have the same sign, i.e. the support vector

Thus
Δα j = β j Δαc ,

⎡ β
⎢β
⎢ s1
⎢ #
⎢
⎢⎣ βslS

The expansion of \ , as incremental learning itself, is reversible.
To remove a margin vector k from S , \ is constructed as:

S

Δb = βΔαc

0⎤
# ⎥⎥ 1
+
0⎥ γ c
⎥
0⎦

should migrate to E :

ysl

⎤
⎥
... K s1sl ⎥
S
⎥
%
# ⎥
... KslS slS ⎥
⎦

⎡
⎢ \
\←⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣0 ... 0

Upper limits are reached for Δα s ≤ C − α s , which

with symmetric but not positive-define Jacobian Q
⎡ 0
⎢
⎢ ys
Q =⎢ 1
⎢ #
⎢y
⎣ slS

4.1.3 Matrix Update

(4.11)

⎪⎧ −g ⎪⎫
ΔαcO = min ⎨ o ⎬
o ∈O
⎩⎪ γ o ⎭⎪

(4.17)

Bounded support vectors, ge < 0 , migrations to S takes
place when Δg e > 0 , i.e. γ e and Δα c have the same sign:

⎧⎪ −g ⎫⎪
ΔαcE = min ⎨ e ⎬
e ∈E
⎩⎪ γ e ⎭⎪

(4.18)

(3) Gradient
gc becomes zero. A new vector with positive gradient is
classified as support vectors belonging to S , so it will not be
trained. When gc < 0 , Δgc = γ c Δαc ≤ −gc which is positive,
so zero can be reached when γ c and Δαc have the same sign:
Δαcg =

−g c

γc

(4.19)

(4) Threshold
αc reaches C . The largest possible increment Δαcα is:
Δαcα = C − αc

(4.20)

Finally, the maximum increment of αc is

Δαcmax = min ( ΔαcS , ΔαcO , ΔαcE , Δα cg , Δαcα ) (4.21)
Once the maximum is determined, the specific vectors will
migrate between sets.

4.1.5 Incremental SVM Algorithm

Let l → l + 1 , by adding point vc to D : D l +1 = D l ∪ {vc } . Then
the new solution {αil +1,b l +1} , i = 1,...,l + 1 is expressed in terms of
the present solution {αil ,bl } , i = 1,...,l , the present Jacobian
inverse \ , and the new point vc , yc as:
Algorithm 1 (Incremental Learning, l → l + 1 )
1:Read point vc , initialize αc = 0 , compute gc according to(4.2).
2:while gc < 0 & αc < c do
3: Compute β , γ according to(4.10),(4.12).
4: Compute ΔαcS , ΔαcO , ΔαcE , Δα cg , Δαcα according to(4.15)-(4.20).
5: Compute Δαcmax according to(4.21).
6: αc ← αc + Δαcmax .
7: α s ← βΔαcmax .
8: gc ,e ,o ← γΔαcmax .
9: Let
9: if k ∈ S then
10:

Move k from S to E or O .

11: else if k ∈ E ∪ O then
12:

Move k from E to S or O .

13: else k == c
14:

Algorithm 1 terminates.

15:

end if

16:

Update \ accordingly.

17:end while
Old vectors, from previously seen training data, may change
status along the way, but the process of adding the training

data v c to the solution converges in a finite number of steps. This
update process takes O(lS2 ) time and O(lSl ) memory.

4.2 n-ISVM algorithm
The above ISVM algorithm handles well with the increasing
training samples one by one by dealing with the migration of
support vectors iteratively. The number of support vectors
increase dramatically with the increase of training samples. This is
verified in [21] and by our experiment results in section 5.3. As a
result, the cost of CPU time increases with the amount of support
vectors accordingly. To reduce the running time for training and
obtain good categorization results, we propose the following
improved algorithm which is more efficient.
We intend to control the computation time by limiting the number
of support vectors in ISVM to a fixed value n, so our algorithm is
named as n-ISVM. There are two key points for n-ISVM. The
first point is to determine which support vectors should remain.
The second point is to decide how many support vectors should be
kept.
To decide which vectors should remain, we define the following
criterion to evaluate the effectiveness of each support vector.

c i = yi f (v i )

(4.22)

The more the value of c i approaches one, the further the vector is
from the separating hyperplane, so the less effective the support
vector is. After one sample is added into support vector set, all the
support vectors are sorted according to its c i value. And we
remove the support vectors with large c i from SV set to NSV set.
Algorithm 2 (LOOCV)
Given CV set T, get SVM model using incremental or batch SVM.

for each sample in T
Calculate c i according to(4.22).

end for
Split T into SV set and NSV set.

for each sample in SV set
Remove one sample out of SV set.

while there is migrations between SV set and NSV set do
Perform Step 3-5 in algorithm 1.

end while
Classifying the sample using the final SVM model.

end for
Calculate the error rate.
The decrease of the number of support vectors may lead to the
degradation of the performance of classifiers. Thus the value of n
should be picked critically. One possible way to determine the
value of n is cross validation. The classical method for cross
validation is leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV). But
traditional LOOCV method for batch SVM costs much time. Here
we make use of the opposite of ISVM algorithm, i.e. decremental
algorithm to perform LOOCV as in algorithm 2.
After the size of support vector is determined through LOOCV,
the n-ISVM algorithm is described in algorithm 3.

As can be seen in algorithm 3, the main procedure is essentially
the same as algorithm 1. In the situation of large scale web video
categorization, the number of training samples increases to tens of
thousands and the value of lS is far larger than n .But after adding
the constraint of the number of support vectors, the training time
cost O(lS2 ) is fixed as O(n 2 ) . So in the n-ISVM algorithm, the
training time will not increase with the growth of training data.
Algorithm 3 n-ISVM algorithm
Read point vc .
Perform Step 2-4 in algorithm 1.
Sort SV according to c.

if sizeof(SV) > n
Move the least effective SV from SV set to NSV set.

else if
Algorithm 3 terminates.

end if

5.1 Data Set
WEBV [18] is consisted of 80,021 most representative videos of
15 categories on YouTube in the format of FLV. The category
information of WEBV is listed in Table 1, including category
distributions and details of each category.
As can be seen from table 1, the distribution of WEBV is almost
the same as on YouTube [22]. This is an important reason why we
choose this dataset for the experiments. In this condition, the
results of experiments on this dataset can demonstrate the
performance of our features and algorithms on real world dataset.
Moreover, labels annotated by end-users and editors of YouTube
are employed as the ground-truth to evaluate the performances. As
a result, no additional human labor is needed in our experiment.

5.2 Evaluation Measures
The most commonly used criteria for evaluating the performance
of categorization algorithm is average precision (AP). Its
definition is as follows.

AP =

5. EXPERIMENT
To evaluate the representative ability of our proposed concept
collection CCDW-CD, the effectiveness of the WP methodology,
and the scalability of the n-ISVM algorithm, we design and carry
out three experiments. The first two experiments are to evaluate
the performance in the aspect of features and algorithms. The
third experiment is designed to analyze the scalability of n-ISVM.
All these experiments are carried on the data set of WEBV [18] as
introduced in section 5.1.

Table 1. Category information of WEBV
Categories
Nonprofits
&Activism
Travel
&Events
Pets
&Animals
Education
Autos
&Vehicles
Science
&Technology
Gaming

Distribution
(Percentage)

Total

Average Length
(second)

3.14%

2514

297

3.38%

2703

220

3.77%

3014

136

4.35%

3484

387

4.11%

3292

195

4.7%

3761

304

5.14%

4115

272

Sports

5.16%

4131

180

Howto&Style
Film
&Animation
News
&Politics
People
&Blogs
Comedy

5.74%

4590

318

6.21%

4969

219

7.32%

5856

305

9.52%

7620

247

10.84%

8671

172

Music

11.5%

9204

223

Entertainment

15.12%

12097

205

1
Np

N

∑ Prec
i =1

i

(5.1)

where N p is the number of positive samples, N is the total of test
samples, Prec i is the precision at cut-off rank i and defined as
i

Prec i =

∑ y yˆ
j =1
i

j

∑ yˆ j

j

(5.2)

j =1

where y j and yˆ j ∈ {0,1} is the true label and the predicted label of
the ith sample. The APs of all categories are averaged as Mean
Average Precision (MAP).

5.3 Performance Analysis
To evaluate the performance of CCWV-CD and WP, and n-ISVM,
two experiments are carried out. In section 5.3.1 we examine the
representative ability of CCWV-CD and WP. The performance of
n-ISVM algorithm is testified in section 5.3.2, and compared with
batch-SVM and ISVM.

5.3.1 Performance of features
In order to better understanding the performance of CCWV-CD
and WP to the overall task performance, we conducted a
comparison study in which we use different representation of
video, including DF representation (terms with high document
frequency), CCWV-CD representation without WP and CCWVCD representation with WP. Then we train the classifier, and
observe the performance. We randomly spit the WEBV into 3:6:1,
with 3/10 videos as training data, 6/10 as testing data and 1/10 as
cross validation set to adjust the C and γ for SVM. We train one
SVM for each category. The experiment results are summarized in
Figure 1.
We can see that The MAP of CCWV-CD with WP (0.552) is
higher than DF (0.529) and CCWV-CD without WP (0.547). We
can conclude that the new introduced CCWV-CD with small
semantic gap and high categorization distinguishability improve
the discriminative ability of text feature. From the comparison
between CCWV-CD and CCWV-CD with WP, we can observe
that in most categories, CCWV-CD with WP outperforms
CCWV-CD. This proves that the incorporation of concept

relationship measurement from Wikipedia could closer the
relationship of related videos and finally enhances the
performance of web video categorization.
DF

0.8

CCWV-CD

CCWV-CD with WP

SVM and ISVM t and n − ISVM t denote the additional time after
an incremental sample is added.

0.6
AP

Here we use the WEBV data again as an example to examine the
scalability of n-ISVM. In particular, we increase the number of
training samples from 1000 to 10000 and record the average
computation time for 15 categories on an Intel Pentium 3.20GHz
and 2GB desktop. The average computation time is plotted in
Figure 2, where batch − SVM t denotes the time for constructing
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Figure 1: AP of each category using SVM
1000

We can also observe that for news-related categories such as
“News & Politics” and general knowledge related categories such
as “Travel & Events”, CCWV-CD with WP has gain obvious
advantages with AP as 0.596 and 0.543 respectively. As explain
in section 3.2, that is because as online encyclopedia, Wikipedia
covers a large amount of knowledge and sensible to the new
concepts on the internet. Exceptions exits for “Entertainment”,
“Film & Animation” and “People & Blogs”, this is because there
are too many proper nouns such as the film name and particular
entertainment show in these categories, the incorporation of
Wikipedia Propagation will introduce some noises to the samples.

5.3.2 Performance of n-ISVM
In this experiment, we compare n-ISVM with traditional SVM
using LIBSVM [23] and ISVM. Since the CCWV-CD with WP
has been verified to be the most effective feature in the last
section, and the experiment in this section is to analyze the
performance of n-ISVM, thus we choose CCWV-CD with WP as
the only feature in this experiment. Three algorithms including
batch SVM, ISVM and n-ISVM are compared in this experiment.
The experiment results are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. MAP on WEBV using SVM, ISVM and n-ISVM
Algorithm

SVM

ISVM

n-ISVM

MAP
0.552
0.552
0.544
It can be seen in Table 2, the MAPs of batch SVM (0.552), ISVM
(0.552) and n-ISVM (0.544) are in the same level. It is reasonable
that batch SVM and ISVM have equal performance, because they
are solving the same optimal function in different ways.
Compared with batch SVM and ISVM, n-ISVM has a degression
of 0.8%. This is mainly due to the limitation of the number of
support vectors. This is consistent with the conclusion in [21], that
the classifying accuracy may be degreased with the decrease of
the number of support vectors. But the degression in MAP results
in high scalability as the results in section 5.4.

5.4 Scalability Analysis
As can be observed from the experiment result in the last section
n-ISVM has some degression in performance compared with
ISVM and batch SVM. However, n-ISVM can handle the training
samples incrementally. Thus n-ISVM is more preferable while
dealing with the web scale video categorization problem.

0
1000

2000

3000

4000 5000 6000 7000
Number of Samples

8000

9000 10000

Figure 2: Training Time on WEBV data
The computation time of each method is almost linear with
respect to the number of training samples. However,
batch − SVM t increases much faster than ISVM t . In particular,
when the training sample scales to 10000, the additional time
needed
to
construct
n-ISVM
is
406
seconds
whereas batch − SVM t is thirteen times as much as 5162
seconds. Therefore n-ISVM algorithm outperforms both SVM and
ISVM with respect to efficiency, and is more favorable in large
scale incremental video categorization system.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Web video categorization contains several characteristics which
distinguish it from traditional video categorizations. One
characteristic is the diversity of content, format and length of web
videos. The second is the large scale of the web videos. The last is
that web videos arrive sequentially in day or in minute. So the
robust feature is needed to overcome the web video’s diversities,
and the scalable algorithm is needed to satisfy the web video’s
rapid expansion.
In this paper, we propose a web-video-oriented concept collection
CCWV-CD, and each web video is represented as a vector
corresponding to CCWV-CD with Wikipedia propagation (WP).
It can be seen from experiments that the new concept collection
provides better representations than other features. Meanwhile, a
new incremental learning algorithm n-ISVM is established by
analyzing the migrations of vectors between support vector set
and non-support vector set with one increasing vector. The nISVM algorithm can scale with tens of thousands of training
samples with dimension size of 2000, and save much time for
training.
The problem of how to efficiently combine the web generated text
feature with the traditional visual feature is one remaining
problem. For the n-ISVM algorithm, pre-decide whether the new
coming vector is a possible support vector is one improvement for
the future work.
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